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About This Game

Shiny Gauntlet is a Dungeon Hack n Slash, Bullet Hell, Rogue-Lite Adventure.

Select your champion and explore the Gauntlet. Collect weapons, enchanted rings, bottle and/or consume the mysterious
remains of defeated foes, all the while chasing the wily cultist who has stolen your Shiny Shard!

Inspired by games such as Binding of Isaac and Legend of Zelda, Shiny Gauntlet is a game designed for players who like short
play sessions of intense difficulty.
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shiny gauntlet

Very fun and surprisingly realistic game. The same mistakes I make in real golf apply here but a bit more forgiving so you can
have fun with it. A few little optmization and configuration tweaks would make it perfect, which I believe the developer is
currently working on. There is also a course creator which I look forward to trying out. Very statisfying when you make a good
chip or a long putt.. Great game loved it few things that could be changed but new games always have flaws to the developer
message me if you won't to know my input 1 on 1. Yep, this is the best Porsche DLC hands down. But you're probably going to
buy them all anyway =p. Not Worth 50 cents. played through 4 times just to make sure first couple of times wasnt a fluke. You
can balance your elements, keep your ethics maxed, ecology maxed etc. and it doesnt matter. The game keeps sending alien
invaders at you that you have to use your Logos or god points to prevent, not only that but each time its 2 alien events that
happen, requiring a total of 20 of these Logos to prevent them from landing. As soon as you run out of these points the aliens
land and within 3 turns max they are attacking you. And they keep attacking you until your dead, i mean like every fracking
turn.
Dont bother and let my 5 dollars be the last 5 dollars wasted on this game.

Almost forgot to mention, There is NOTHING on the steamworkshop for this game.. I enjoy this game very easy to play and
entertaining. The storyline is a little shallow but great for some mindless entertainment after a hrd days of work.. This game is
absolutely beautiful
Artistically, Musically and Thematically beautiful

The gameplay is very nice and runs extremely smoothly, even if its very simplistic. At first it feels like it has some depth to it.
Then you realise how few skills you actually get and battles kinda end up being over-simplified as a result.

The games not without its glaring flaws though, as it tends to lag like a ♥♥♥♥♥ in the overworld, especially after leaving the
city and running does not work, at all

Sorry that I can't bring anything new about this whole thing, but all the other reviews are pretty spot on:

Its a great, beautiful game with a good handful of techniqual issues.

That said, I utterly recommend you get this, especially if your into JRPGs. Just make sure you save often and stock up on
potions and you will be fine
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Does not support Xbox 360 controllers or arcade sticks. We tried a number of controllers before finding TWO that worked.
Couldn't even play for one hour without crashes or freezes. Pausing to set up your skills is a gamble because it can freeze at a
moments notice.

The gameplay itself is very limited compared to other beat-em-up titles like Fight-N-Rage. "combos" are one-button affairs, and
if you decide to manually preform the combo, there's not much reward in doing so. There's no damage bonus or anything like
that.

Story mode is single player only, so if you want to play with friends you're going to have to either forget that there's a story at all
or play through it once solo to explain it. (Not worth doing, honestly.)

It's a novel idea to have a fighting game-style beat-em-up....but the implimentation of it is really janky and makes you feel like
you'd be better off just playing one of the old Sega genesis ones instead. I bought the game for $7 and I'm still getting a refund
because there's no reason that a game that's been out since 2017 shouldn't have CONTROLLER SUPPORT when it says it
does.. Its amazing best mod ever has a beta weapon beta npcs with the source npcs of hl1 its cool but then it gets too easy when
you get infinite ammo perk. BAD: It's a bad port of a mobile game that was obviously made for touchscreen (to the point where
the tutorial still uses illustrations of a finger dragging across a screen instead of a mouse cursor) and gets boring after a few
levels.

GOOD: The stock western music they use for the title screen is the same one Spongebob Squarepants used once.. Fun to play
with friends, however sometimes it does bugs out, however the bugs are easy to fix and sometimes it makes it even more funny.
Would recommend. Cool indie game! Graphics are nice and the game brings back a lot of C&C memories. Base building RTS
games are not dead yet!. The best quest ever. Do not buy this software.This engine is not finished but the developer seems to
have abandoned this software and there is zero updates from them, not even posts on the forum. This is a huge shame because
this is the one RTS maker of its kind and it had huge potential. But unless the developer returns with more updates which looks
unlikely it simply isn't worth the money in this current state of development. If you are keen to make professional looking RTS
games with 3d assets, my advice would be to stay away from this and become good at developing in a different engine like
Unity.. I still have the original CDROM.. It was the first game I bought. I bought the steam version for nostalgic reasons.. It was
a pretty nice game back then. The story isn't bad and the music is nice. The voice-acting is good, especially when you think of
the time this was made.. bad bad voices and idea fo game. I got killed by a door twice. They are more dangerous than monsters.
Be wary of evil doors. They will kill you.
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